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Austin just wanted to build.Build a house, craft some blades, maybe pound out some armor and
go on an adventure.He wanted to escape.He made it to the top. As CEO of an asteroid mining
company, Austin has accomplished everything he ever wanted in business. Fame and fortune
were his, but he missed working with his hands, adventuring to lands unknown. Doing new
things, making friends based on mutual interests instead of financial ones.Emerilia answered
him, beckoned to him, a retreat from the world. A fantasy game where you could do anything you
could on Earth, and so much more.Austin the CEO is Reborn as Dave the half-dwarf. Just
another player. Little to his name than the clothes on his back and determination in his
heart.He’s going to need it.Because Earth, Emerilia and history are not as he knows it. Here, the
game is real and Earth, just a simulation away.He’s going to need allies, player and non-player
alike.Even if its true, how can you convince people they’re slaves to the game they play?Any
sufficiently advanced virtual reality makes it indistinguishable from reality.Dave will need to level
up, increase his skills and learn Emerilia’s true past.

Original Idea and good development. Characters areinteresting. Definitely going to keep
reading!-Silva This is a fantastic story! The characters are well flushedout and in depth. While
there is a lot of fighting and raiding. I didn't readthe story for the fights, the process of discovery
was the best part for me. Everytime learns something new, or figures out a new challenge is so
exciting- Vesuvius Well done good sir! You've managed an interesting/newoverall twist to a story
in the LitRPG genre and I totally loved it!For those wanting to know a little about this story
beforereading... it follows an MC who is focused on crafting arms/armor but who is adamn good
fighter as well.- Seths MUST READ. BRILLIANT BOOK-Well done good sir! You'vemanaged an
interesting/new overall twist to a story in the LitRPG genre and Itotally loved it!For those wanting
to know a little about this story beforereading... it follows an MC who is focused on crafting arms/
armor but who is adamn good fighter as well.- CCOSTIN From the AuthorIf you would like to
keep up with my work and get information on the newest releases, check out my
website michaelchatfield.com/If you would like sneak peeks of my newest novels and
audiobooks, sign up for my Patreon! patreon.com/michaelchatfieldwrites --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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Joel, “Would definitely make it into my top 5 LitRPG's. Must read.. This version compared to the
RRL version is like night and day. I don't know what editing magic was used but I could barely
stand reading the other version.It's been a while since I've read the first page of a book and
immediately knew the rest of it was going to be just as if not more exciting.You know the kind of
book you can read in one sitting despite having been awake for 24 hours already.If only more
books had this level of quality.-Reasons to read this book-1. The premise is so crazy that it's
brilliant! Manipulating humans using boredom in order to get them to fight their wars for them.I
loved watching the main character wonder why he couldn't choose his race. It's like creating a
maze and watching a hamster navigate it.2. The main character is easy to relate to and very
believable. It's nice after all the annoying Mary Sues people seem to love.3. Side characters are
not evil or good for the sake of being evil or good. They have desires that drive their actions.4.
Detail and World Building. Not too much that it bores you and not too little that you have no clue
what's going where or why it's happening.5. Plot twists. The plot twists are awesome and don't
come out of nowhere. Despite how shocking some of the twists may be, everything fits into place
nicely.6. LitRPG. Many of LitRPG's I've read stop being LitRPG's halfway through or never were
one to begin with. To any aspiring authors, please stop writing half assed versions of LitRPG's
without having even finished an RPG before, played an MMO for more than 60 hours or
something similar.This author does it well. He has a predefined system which he sticks to
instead of randomly coming up with crap as he goes. It makes the whole thing much more
believable and enjoyable.”

., “A Rich, Thick and Chewy Story! :-). There is so much going on in this story that it is almost
overwhelming!The author certainly gives you your money's worth. I almost don't have the energy
to start reading the next book in the series, this one was so exhausting. My only complaint is the
continuity of the age of the world/universe kept changing as the story progressed. One moment
it is said that the world is 700 years old, the next moment there is reference to it having a history
of hundreds of thousands of years of existence. ????As Bugs Bunny would say; "I think I missed
a left turn at Poughkeepsie in the chronology of the story/world/universe"Screw it! It was still fun
to read even if I did get lost on the Jersey Turnpike. :-)*Now do I start the next book in the series
or do I catch some shut eye first? Choices, choices.....hmmm.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great LitRPG series starts here. Good series in the LitRPG genre. Initially
Dave, the protagonist, isn't over-powered but works hard to train himself and build his in-game
stats. This works very well in this series as it expands wonderfully well over the first book to
explain what will be the over-arching theme of the series.I would recommend these book to
anyone interested in the GameLit or LitRPG genre.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fantastic start.. Great beginning of a pretty awesome series. One of litrpg



staples,sheer idea of this world is so amazing that it makes me smile even after x rereads.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Brilliant book, real page turner!. Loved this book give it a go, great
characters with a really deep world. A must read for anyone who likes fantasy, sci fi or gaming!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. 1st book in the series, could not put it down.  Well worth a look”

The book by Michael Chatfield has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 958 people have provided feedback.
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